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Scalar polynomial statistics are found which have constant regression on the 
mean of a sample of Wishart matrices. The method used is to differentiate the 
characteristic function associated with the Wishart distribution, thus expressing the 
constant regression condition as a differential equation which is satisfied by the 
Wishart characteristic function. In this respect, use is made of the hyperbolic 
differential operator. 
Let Xi, X2,..., X, be independently and identically distributed symmetric 
random m x m matrices. We wish to find a scalar statistic S, a function of 
the elements of the n matrices {X,}, which has constant regression on 
L=X,+X,+.** +X,, when, for each r, the probability distribution of X, 
is Wishart. 
Define constant regression of S on L in the following manner: 
DEFINITION 1. Let 2 be a random variable and let Y = (Y, , Y, ,..., Yk) 
be a k-dimensional random vector. Suppose that the expectations E[Z] and 
E[Y] exist. The random variable Z is said to have constant regression on the 
vector Y if the relation 
holds almost everywhere. Here /3 is a real constant. If Y is a symmetric 
rn X m matrix (such as is L), we consider it to be an (m(m $ 1)/2)- 
dimensional vector. 
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We use the following relation: 
S has constant regression on L if and only if 
E[e 
itrTLS] =p. qeitrrI.] 
(1) 
for all T and some constant /?. Here T is a symmetric m x m matrix of real 
variables. 
Consider the characteristic function Q associated with the distribution of 
the symmetric random m x m matrix X. 
4(T) = E[eitrTX], where T is an m x m symmetric matrix of real variables. 
The scalar statistic S is a function of the elements of the II matrices {X,}; 
the random sample. We now specialize to those statistics S which are 
polynomial functions. Since S is a polynomial in the elements of the (X,.1; 
Eq. (1) can be written in terms of expressions such as E[e"'"P(X)], where 
P(X) is a polynomial in the elements of the symmetric m X m matrix X. 
Therefore, we wish to differentiate #(7’) in some way which will relate that 
derivative to E[e itr ‘“P(X)] and similarly for higher derivatives, so that 
Eq. (1) will become a differential equation in 4. 
One approach is to use the hyperbolic differential operator as in Herz [ 1, 
pp. 478-4791. 
DEFINITION 2. Let T be a symmetric m x m matrix of real variables 
{ljk}* ‘IIt D=I~jka/atjk13 where qjj = 1 and rjk = 4 for j # k. (For square 
matrix A, the determinant of A is denoted by \A / .) 
If f(T) is a differentiable scalar function of the elements of T, then D 
operates on f by formally taking the determinant of the matrix [?,rjljk a/atjk]+ 
Thus, for m = 2, 
DfG,,,t,z,t,,)= ara2;t 
I a*f 
22 11 -Tat:,’ 
We use the following properties of the D operator (Herz [ 1, pp. 479, 
4811): 
D(etrzr) = IZI etrZT, 
where Z is a symmetric m X m matrix. 
(2) 
for complex 6, where D,(s) = r,,,(S f (m + 1)/2) and 
l-,(a) = 7r m(m-13/4r(a)r(a - 4) . . . T(a - $(m - 1)). 
(3) 
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We will use the change of variable 
W= V/-l - 2iT, 
where V is a symmetric positive definite m x m matrix of real numbers. 
We examine the effect of D on the function 
4(T) = W itrTX] = y(W) = E[e 
(1/2)trV~‘Xet”-‘1/2’WX’ 
I. 
For the rest of this paper, D refers to differentiation with respect to the 
elements of W. 
Dy=(-b)“E[e”‘TX(Xl], (4) 
D2y = (- f)2mE[ei”TX 1X(‘]. (5) 
We now examine the effect of the operator D on the explicit formula for 
v(w) in the case of the Wishart distribution. 
qi(T) = )I - 2iTVJs, 
where V is a symmetric positive definite m x m matrix of real parameters 
and 6 = -p/2 for positive integer p > m, 
(6) 
(7) 
For 26 =-p, we have 
=,(-P/2) 
Z7,(-(P/2) - 1) 
= (- 5)” (P-m+ l)(p-m+2) . . . (p-2)(p- 1)~. (8) 
Note that we need p >, m in order to avoid zero factors. 
We consider formulas (6) and (7) for Dv and D*y in order to discover an 
equation relating them. 
We have, 
(9) 
From formula (9), involving Dw and D2y, we may write the consequent 
formula involving E[e’ tr rX IX]] and E[e’ tr rx IX]‘], and subsequently, 
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formulas for statistics S, functions of (X,1 and IX,\*, for r = 1, 2,..., n; which 
have zero regression on L. 
From (9), (4), and (5), we have 
nri@ - 1) 
nm(J - 2) 
2m (E[eitr TX Ixl])* 
nns4 - n,(s- 1) E’e it’“] 
or, multiplying by (+(7’))“-*, 
Therefore, consider statistics S, where 
where -26 is some positive integer p > m; K is a non-zero real constant; 
{a,,} are real numbers such that Ji’Cr+sa,.s # 0; and I7,(s)/i7,(8- 1) is 
defined as in (8). 
Statistic S, a function of the elements in m x m random matrices 
x, , x, ,..., X,,; has zero regression on L = X, + X2 + ... + X,; for some given 
choice of the above constants K, 6, {ars}, when the X, are independently and 
identically distributed as Wishart matrices. 
Equation (lo), expressing zero regression of S on L and the formula (11) 
for S, reduce to the analogous formulas in the univariate case of the gamma 
distribution where m = 1; cf. for example, Lukacs and Laha [2, p. 1061. 
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